
SESG Summary and conclusion
• 21.2.2019 @ USN Kongsberg

• 2pm – 5pm



SESG numbers and data
• SESG facilitators: 2
• Coffee with cookies and fruit available: Yes 
• Duration: 3 hours
• Participants: 25 (people from industry and academia, 

including SESG facilitators)
– Signed up: 22 (12 with industry email (from 7 different 

companies))
– Attended: 22

• Presentations: 3 (28+ slides total)
• Presenters: 3 (2 from industry, 1 academia)
• Workshop groups: 5 (4-5 people in each group)
• Posters with group feedback
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SESG|          |
Systems Engineering Study Group

The SESG would like to invite you to the next meeting  at 
Krona classroom 1217, University College of Southeast 
Norway, Thursday February 21st 2019, 2pm to 5pm.

The Systems Engineering Study Group meets at University of South-
Eastern Norway, Kongsberg, Norway. The objective of the meetings is to
exchange experience between people who are interested in Systems
Engineering or who have the intend to become a Systems Engineer. The
SESG discusses one theme per meeting, the subjects are one of many SE
aspects. We have two to three meetings per year.

Agenda and presenters:

14:00-14:10 - Welcome and introduction.

14:10-15:00

- Presenters:

• Todd Wohling (Intech AS)
• Interface Identification, Documentation, and V&V

• Cecilia Haskins (USN and NTNU)

• Roger Berntsen (KM)

15:00-15:15 - Break.

15:15-17:00

- Discussions in groups, wrap-up and closing.

For more information about the SESG visit:

http://www.gaudisite.nl/SESG.html

Topic:” Interface descriptions: how do you effectively 

describe interfaces?”

Description: Interfaces play a central role in system development.

Question is how to effectively describe interfaces? There are

many relevant aspects for each interface, and there are many

interface design aspects common to classes of interfaces. There

are static aspects and dynamic aspects. There are evolvability

aspects (how to expand, retire, upgrade, ..) and instrumentation

aspects (how to manage, verify, certify, ...). We look for practices

and experiences in describing interfaces and in using interface
descriptions.

http://www.gaudisite.nl/SESG.html


Comments on LinkedIn triggered by 
the topic description

• Mark Powell: What is wrong with capturing your decisions on what 

interfaces should be using properly stated requirements?

• Hillary Sillitto: I believe it is still the case there is no international 

standard for interface description or definition?

• Kenneth Lloyd (responding to Hillary): Is this possible? How 

adaptable should an interface be?

• Oliver Cramer: “… separation of concerns…”

• Steve Ashfield: Mil-std-2222 was great. Openness is problem, due to 

security

(summarized by Gerrit)



Todd Wohling presenting



Some reflections after the presentations

We have seen 3 rather different examples:

• Two cases from the origins of systems engineering, the USA space

– One case, cube-sats, also in space, run by students. This presentation showed an 

intuitive sketching approach by students, and compares it to a formal approach using 

SysML

• One case, in maritime



Initiating questions for group work

What guidelines are there for when/what/how 
to include interfaces?

What categories of interfaces are there; what 
characterizes them?



Todd Wohling after break-out



Flip-over
Team 1



Flip-over Team 2



Flip-over Team 3



Flip-over 
Team 4



Flip-over
Team 5



Conclusion(s)

• The term interface belongs to one of the most used 

words in systems engineering

• Despite that there is a wide variation in

– defining interfaces

– types of interfaces

– applications of interfaces

• Is there room for standards to support development?

• What can we learn from others?
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